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OA LodgeMaster Lodge Client 4.4.0 Released
OA LodgeMaster Users,

The OA LodgeMaster Team is excited to announce the immediate release of version 4.4.0! We fixed 12 bugs and made 6 improvements. In addition to the 
noticeable bug fixes and improvements, we’ve begun work on the new inductions tools which are scheduled to be released this year at NOAC.

A few important things to note about the 4.4.0 update:

We’ve added the ability to upload a lodge logo and your lodge secretary signature in lodge configuration. The lodge logo will be used in the the 
future on some reports and letters. The secretary signature will be used in the future on membership cards to replace the current text signature. 
You can begin uploading these today but the logos wont be used until a future release.
We’ve added permissions for the new inductions tools under user permissions. We’ve added these permissions now and they can be assigned to 
users, but they will not be used until the induction tools are released later this year.
We’ve added fields for registration links for events which will be used in the future. We’ve also adjusted the event flags to remove unused ones 
and add a new LLD flag.
We have rebuilt the unit communications section in the unit editor to simply use – there are now pre-defined communication types and forms on 
contact, plus we have added a new notes field. All previous data was migrated to the new fields.

These are just a few of the highlights from our release. A full list of improvements can be found on the LodgeMaster Documentation site.

Go to  to access the online Lodge Client, view documentation, submit support and feature requests.https://lodgemaster.oa-bsa.org

Yours in Brotherhood,

The OA LodgeMaster Team

https://lodgemaster.oa-bsa.org/
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